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Welcome Back!
Open Project Management



Working Open, Working Collaboratively

Mozilla Wiki entry on Working Open
https://wiki.mozilla.org/

https://wiki.mozilla.org/


Your Project of Interest (P-O-P ed)

Purpose Outcome Process

What do you want to do? What set of deliverables are 
required?

Workflow

Why do you want to do it? What needs to result in 1, 5, 
or 10 years?

Roadmap
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How do you want to do it 
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Workflow vs. Roadmap

COURTESY
https://www.goodfirms.co/workflow-management-software/blog/best-free-open-source-workflow-
management-software
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Workflow vs. Roadmap

COURTESY
https://www.feedbear.com/blog/roadmap-examples

Unity Development Map (3-D graphics)

Github Kanban Board (generic)

https://www.feedbear.com/blog/roadmap-examples


Project Vision Statement and Open Canvas

Project Vision Statement

Example: Mozilla’s vision 
for the open web.

https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/about/webvision/

https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/about/webvision/


Project Vision Statement and Open Canvas

Open Canvas: a collection of project goals, 
strategies for building community, and 
resource requirements.

GOAL: build and implement a Minimal Viable 
Product (MVP).

https://mozilla.github.io/open-leadership-training-series/articles/opening-your-project/develop-an-open-project-strategy-with-open-canvas/

https://mozilla.github.io/open-leadership-training-series/articles/opening-your-project/develop-an-open-project-strategy-with-open-canvas/


Working Collaboratively Using 
Open Principles



Working Collaboratively

Distributed collaboration: collaborators with 
heterogeneous skills available at different times 
and in different places. 



Internet Technologies (and bandwidth) have enabled global collaborative work.

● shared documents, code files, and version-control systems.

● video conferencing platforms.

● chat, messaging, and discussion platforms.

● interactive media (whiteboards, screensharing and capturing notes).

● digital workflows and ways of managing system complexity.

● immersive spaces for demonstration.  



Managing a Distributed Research Group
(Orthogonal Research and Education Lab and Active 

Inference Institute examples)



https://jeffherz.medium.com/breaking-down-silos-for-organizational-alignment-86c365b91180

GOAL: Overcoming the Limitations of Academic Silos

https://jeffherz.medium.com/breaking-down-silos-for-organizational-alignment-86c365b91180




How do you bring together a diverse set of collaborators in different 
physical locations?



Answer: thematic meetings that are recorded and made available for later viewing. 

Example: Saturday Morning NeuroSim (typical time 2h, 20min)

General (interdisciplinary) research interests, with a focus on Neuroscience, Cognitive 
Science, and Artificial Intelligence. 

Synchrony: a common place to share ideas and connect. Virtual presence beyond text-based 
discussion forums.

Asynchrony: a way to browse topics of interest, stay connected with current trends in the Lab.

Automated transcription (Otter.ai) and video segmentation (YouTube chapters) help people 
find content and follow up on topical threads.





UTC -7

UTC -4, -5

UTC -3

UTC 0, +1

UTC +5.5

UTC +8, +9

Time zone coordination



Twirlybird Method (h/t Jesse Parent)

Ideas in notes, meetings, and casual conversations 
are key to understanding.

● these ideas often get lost in the ether, but are 
essential to project progress.

● conventional notetaking loses a lot in translation. 
Need an integrated form of institutional memory.

● linking notetaking with meetings fosters creativity 
from these serendipitous events.

Practice and Learning of Research



Clockwise from upper left:

Reviewing a book in MarginNote (Jesse 
Parent).

MindMap on iPad (Sadena Ahmad).

Literature map in Google Slides, 
Jamboard (Bradly Alicea).



Practice and Learning of Research

BIBLIOGRAPHY

NOTETAKING

ARTICLE DATABASE

TEXT 
EDITOR

PREPRINTS AND 
ARCHIVING

How do we put all of 
these (open-source) 

pieces together?



Synchronous and Asynchronous Coordination

Use a combination of Jitsi, GDocs, Github, and Slack:

● Chat (daily, async) and Video (weekly, sync) 
meetings.

● working sessions (paper-writing, brainstorming).

● Hackathon-style sessions (virtual and physical).



Build a Library of Videos 

RIGHT: video chapters (cue up important 
discussions), BOTTOM: video playlists (cue up 
essential videos).



Networked Chats and Discussion Threads Over Time

Link video segments from 
different meetings with 
articles, books, and other 
media.



Rich threads connected through digital networked media

https://www.activeinference.org/

https://www.activeinference.org/


What do these organizations have in common? 

Alt-Ac organization: doing academic activities in a non-traditional way, but 
organizes people who still need to accomplish traditional artifacts (culture shift).
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What do these organizations have in common? 

Alt-Ac organization: doing academic activities in a non-traditional way, but 
organizes people who still need to accomplish traditional artifacts (culture shift).

Interdisciplinarity: people coming together from different disciplinary traditions, 
need to get people up to speed on new topics and perspectives.

Facilitation: keep people engaged and making momentum on their activities, not 
just about time zones, but over months and years.

Flexible work: need to bring together people with diverse skill sets for limited time 
periods, people often offer fractional involvement (2-3 months at a time).



Intersection of Temporal and Skillset Flexibility
(reconfiguring expertise year-long timetable)



Reconfigurability of Expertise

Biological Lab Expertise
(January to April)

Optimists and Pessimists



Statistical Modeling
(April to July)

Reconfigurability of Expertise
Optimists and Pessimists



Philosophy of Science
(July to September)

Reconfigurability of Expertise
Optimists and Pessimists



Software Engineering
(September to December)

Reconfigurability of Expertise
Optimists and Pessimists


